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                       THE COCA COLA COMPANY OFFICIAL PRIZE NOTIFICATION

CONGRATULATIONS:

We are happy to inform you of the result of the just concluded annual final draws held on the (17th January, 2012) by Coca-Cola Bottling Company in conjunction with the British American Tobacco Worldwide Promotion, your E-mail was among the 10 Lucky winners that won  £500,000.00 GBP  FROM COCA COLA COMPANY PROMOTION 2012.

However the results were released on the (29th January) and your E-mail was attached to ticket number (7PWYZ2006) and ballot number (BT:12052006/20) The online draws was conducted by a random selection of E-mail addresses from an exclusive list of 29,031E-mail addresses of individuals and corporate bodies pickedby an advanced automate d random computer search from the internet.

The selection process was carried out through random selection in our computerized E-mail selection machine (TOPAZ) from a database of over 10 E-mail addresses drawn from all the continents of the world.

In other to claim your £500,000.00 GBPS prize winning, which has been deposited with aregistered UK bank. However, you will have to fill the form below and send it to the Promotion manager of THE COCA COLA COMPANY for verification and then you will be directed to the UK bank where a Cash of A £500,000.00 GBPS has already been deposited inyour favor

Please you are advice to complete the form and send it immediately to our Promotion manager Via E-mail for prompt collection of your fund from the designated.

(1) Names :....... ........................
(2) Age :.................
(3) Mobile No:.....................................
(4) Residential Address:....................
(5) Sex:.......................
(6) Telephone /Fax No:........................
(7) Occupation:....................... ................
(8) IDENTITY PROOF: ..................................

 PROMOTION MANAGER
Dr. Peter Edward
TEL: +447014221820
Email :.cocaprice@hotmail.co.uk

You are to keep all your winning information away from the general public especially your ticket numberand ballot number. (This is important as a case of double claims will not be entertained).
*Staff of Coca-Cola and the British American Tobacco Company are not to partake in this Promotion.

>Accept our hearty congratulations once again!!

